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Legends of the River People 1976

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2
in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the
original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to
enjoy

Legends from River & Mountain 1986

legends collected during 1950 summer field work among the chilliwack indians of the lower fraser area of b c

Legends from River and Mountain 2012-08-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

Legends from River and Mountain 1977-04-01

this enchanting volume tells the stories of two great european rivers the thames and the rhine through a series of legends and traditional tales readers can explore
the history and culture of these important waterways and gain a deeper understanding of the role they have played in shaping the geography and identity of europe
with its evocative storytelling and beautiful illustrations this book is sure to captivate readers of all ages this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Legends of the River People 1976

reprint of the original first published in 1875

LEGENDS FROM RIVER MOUNTAIN 2019

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from
the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
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works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the
body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Legends From River and Mountain 2022-10-27

father thames and father rhine spend an afternoon together telling each other folk tales and legends associated with their respective rivers and the lands through
which they flow

LEGENDS FROM RIVER & MOUNTAIN 2016-08-28

excerpt from river legends or father thames and father rhine on the particular day of which i speak i had rambled about with those boys i knew gathered as much
pleasure as i could from the memories which clung around the precincts of the old college and afterwards strolled out along the banks of the river in the direction
of surly the weather being rather hot although even ing was approaching i thought it well to halt in the immediate neighbourhood of surly hall and having seated
myself in the shadiest place i could find began to think over the various fourths of june and elec tion saturdays which i had witnessed in that famous locality until i
not unnaturally fell fast asleep i do not know how long i remained in this comfortable state but i was suddenly aroused by the sound of voices and immediately
opened my eyes and looked around to dis cover the quarter from which they proceeded it was not long before i was enlightened upon this point about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Catch Me a River 1990

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from
the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the
body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

River Legends, Or, Father Thames and Father Rhine 2020-09-28

loowit s legend is the story of the columbia river gorge it was first told by the native people of the region and passed down for many years now children can enjoy
the tale in this new illustrated children s book available in january 2012 with stunning watercolor illustrations to accompany this adapted tale loowit s legend
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tells the story of two brothers pahtoe and wy east who compete for the love of a beautiful maiden named loowit in doing so they defy the great spirit s wishes and
set the stage for the creation of the cascades

River Legends 1875

this children s book tells the story of two river gods father thames and father rhine who are pitted against each other in a race to see who is the mightiest river
along the way they encounter various obstacles and creatures and must rely on their wits and strength in order to succeed the book is full of adventure and
excitement and is sure to captivate young readers

River Legends 2023-07-18

emerging from the catskills the delaware river winds along the border between pennsylvania and new jersey to the atlantic offering hundreds of miles of magnificent
scenery its sparkling waters supported the lenape tribes growing maize along its banks english explorers sailed the river in search of the mythical lake laconia believed
to be the source of all northeastern rivers urban growth pitted railroads industry and energy companies against protectionists in continuing fights over appropriate
use of the river hunting fishing and boating remain vital local traditions passed from one generation to the next author frank h moyer charts the life and legacy of
the mighty delaware

River Legends; or, Father Thames and Father Rhine 2024-03-10

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from
the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the
body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

River Legends; Or, Father Thames and Father Rhin 2018-02-06

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages
because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s
literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

River Legends of the Thames and Rhine 2005-09-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
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corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

River Legends 2017-12-18

excerpt from legends historic or smith river in verse from the sullen current below bedimmed with crumbling soil they made a portage by land some twenty miles around
striking the stream well above where it starts on the bound above where the rushing water mid thunder and spray about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

RIVER LEGENDS OR FATHER THAMES 2016-08-27

the new river winds its way through a mysterious and tumultuous history from the whirlpools of a legendary birth to banks stained with the blood of a massacre
long lost tribes flourished on the bounty of fish from its crystal clear water and game from its wooded shores only to succumb to european weapons and disease
south florida s destiny was changed forever when inshore transportation evolved from foot and hoof to inland waterway and steel rails schemes to drain the
everglades turned swamp to subdivisions with the new river at its core trace the storied arc of fort lauderdale s ancient waterway with author donn r colee jr
publisher marketing

Loowit's Legend 2012-01-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from
the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the
body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

River Legends; Or, Father Thames and Father Rhine 2019-12-10

excerpt from st lawrence river and the thousand islands history and legends in 1542 francis de la roque with a commission from king francis first of france sailed up
the st lawrence and founded a station between quebec and montreal or hochelaga as the indians called their ancient meeting place and site of a fortified village of an
iroquois tribe about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
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do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

River Legends; Or, Father Thames and Father Rhine 2023-11

a non fiction exploring some of northern canada s greatest forgotten mysteries the stories and legends surrounding the watershed of the south nahanni river deep in
the heart of the canadian north lies a mysterious valley shrouded in legend lured by tales of lost gold prospectors who enter it tend to lose their heads or vanish
without a trace some say that the valley is cursed haunted by an evil spirit whose wailings echo in the canyons others claim that it is home to monsters relics of
its prehistoric past what secrets could the valley be hiding what mysteries lie buried beneath its misty shroud

The Delaware River 2019

since its discovery by europeans in 1500 explorers visionaries soldiers of fortune men of god scientists and slavers have been drawn to the legendary amazon the
river sea is a sweeping chronicle of those brave and hardy souls ranging from the spanish seafarer vicente pinz�n who discovered the river to contemporary heroes and
heroines like sister dorothy stang and chico mendes whose efforts to save the rain forest cost them their lives among the vast cast of characters who people this
drama of the amazon are francisco de orellana the first european to traverse the river from the andes to the sea the fiery priest bartolom� de las casas defender of
the indigenous peoples the great scientist explorers alexander von humboldt and alfred russel wallace the madman and psychopath lope de aguirre and the peruvian
evangeline isabel godin who in 1769 crossed the continent braving the terrors of the jungles to reunite with her husband whom she had not seen in twenty years the
river sea is a compelling account of five centuries of the history the myths and the legends of r�o amazonas the most exotic and fascinating locale on earth

River Legends 2016-05-23

hawaiian legends myths is a collection of books by william drake westervelt one of hawaii s foremost authorities on island folklore it contains five books
westervelt wrote about hawaiian legends folklore and mythology legends of maui includes numerous myths of m�ui polynesian demi god of polynesia and hina who is
sometimes in myths his mother and sometimes his wife these myths and legends originate from various island groups around the pacific and they are pesented in a clear
and thorough manner legends of old honolulu is collection of ancient hawaiian folktales which also includes some information about where the hawaiians came from
and the sacred places in honolulu as might be expected in stories originating on a small island many of them feature the sea boats sea creatures or water legends of
gods and ghost gods focuses on polynesian mythology taking a close look at hawaiian folktales mythology and the history of the polytheistic practices still in
place to this day hawaiian legends of volcanoes the first part of this book focuses on the legends of hawaii and its volcanoes the second part considers the
geology of the region and discusses the crack in the floor of the pacific hawaiian volcanoes volcanic activity and the changes in the kilauea crater it also looks at
the foundation of the observatory hawaiian historical legends take the reader through hawaiian history from ancient times to becoming an american state he adds
that hawaiian people are not overly concerned with dates but that these stories are all related one to another

Catch Me a River 2005

author shane simmons explores tales of bravery lore and bizarre customs within the east tennessee region the mountains of east tennessee are chock full of unique
folklore passed down through generations locals spin age old yarns of legends like davy crockett daniel boone and dragging canoe stories of snake handling churches
and the myths behind the death crown superstitions dot the landscape the mysteries surrounding the sensabaugh tunnel still haunt residents
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River Legends 2008-10-01

these collected myths and tales of the indians of the pacific northwest the klamath nez perce tillamook modoc shastan chinook flathead clatsop and other tribes
were first published in 1910 here are their stories concerning the creation of the universe the theft of fire and daylight the death and rebirth of salmon and especially
the formation of such geographical features as the dalles the columbia river the yukon river and mounts shasta hood rainier baker and adams katharine berry judson
began with native oral tradition in retelling these stories they represent as jay miller says a distillation of tribal memory and a personification of environmental
wisdom some legends duration of life old grizzly and old antelope and robe of kemush are almost literal translations recorded by government ethnologists animating
the beautifully wrought tales are entities like coyote old man above owl and raven and other animal people and chinook ghosts katharine berry judson was a
professor of history at the university of washington she compiled and edited four collections of native myths and tales including myths and legends of california
and the old southwest also available as a bison book jay miller formerly assistant director and editor at the d arcy mcnickle center for the history of the american
indian at the newberry library is an independent scholar and writer teaching the grammar of tsimshian in prince rupert british columbia he is the author of tsimshian
culture nebraska 1997 and editor of mourning dove a salishan autobiography nebraska 1990

Legends-historic, Or, Smith River In Verse 2022-10-27

former nypd officer and current ghost hunter jason medina travels up the hudson river to a hotbed of paranormal activity the quiet new york suburb of yonkers hides
a history of hauntings now converted into apartments old public school 13 is the site of strange apparitions that may be ghosts of former students and teachers
who died in a tragic fire the boyce thompson institute s lofty goal of solving world hunger was never met and unfulfilled spirits are said to lurk in its abandoned
laboratory wealthy colonial landowners still watch over stately historic homes like philipse manor hall even the iconic untermyer park is a playground for the
otherworldly local ghost investigator jason medina reveals these and other ghosts of yonkers

Legends-Historic, Or Smith River in Verse (Classic Reprint) 2017-12-05

the burnt red badlands of montana s hell creek are a vast graveyard of the cretaceous dinosaurs that lived 68 million years ago those hills were much later also
home to the sioux the crows and the blackfeet the first people to encounter the dinosaur fossils exposed by the elements what did native americans make of these
stone skeletons and how did they explain the teeth and claws of gargantuan animals no one had seen alive did they speculate about their deaths did they collect
fossils beginning in the east with its ice age monsters and ending in the west where dinosaurs lived and died this richly illustrated and elegantly written book examines
the discoveries of enormous bones and uses of fossils for medicine hunting magic and spells well before columbus native americans observed the mysterious petrified
remains of extinct creatures and sought to understand their transformation to stone in perceptive creation stories they visualized the remains of extinct mammoths
dinosaurs pterosaurs and marine creatures as monster bears giant lizards thunder birds and water monsters their insights some so sophisticated that they anticipate
modern scientific theories were passed down in oral histories over many centuries drawing on historical sources archaeology traditional accounts and extensive
personal interviews adrienne mayor takes us from aztec and inca fossil tales to the traditions of the iroquois navajos apaches cheyennes and pawnees fossil legends
of the first americans represents a major step forward in our understanding of how humans made sense of fossils before evolutionary theory developed

Legends & Lore of Fort Lauderdale's New River 2021-02

reproduction of the original legends of ma ui a demi god of polynesia and of his mother hina by w d westervelt
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ST. LAWRENCE RIVER AND THE THOUSAND ISLANDS 2018

ST LAWRENCE RIVER & THE THOUSA 2016-08-29

Legends-historic; Or, Smith River in Verse 1900

Legends of the Kaw 1904

St. Lawrence River and the Thousand Islands 2017-09-13

Legends of the Nahanni Valley 2019-03-20

The River Sea 2010-11-01

The Legends and Myths of Hawaii 2023-12-26

Legends & Lore of East Tennessee 2016-08-08

Myths and Legends of the Pacific Northwest 1997-01-01

Ghosts and Legends of Yonkers 2015-08-31
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Fossil Legends of the First Americans 2023-04-11

Legends of Ma-Ui - A Demi God of Polynesia and of his Mother Hina 2018-04-05
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